Preface
The graffiti published in this volume were discovered during the excavation of the basement
level of the Basilica in the Agora of ancient Smyrna under the direction of Mehmet Taşlıalan,
then responsible for the Museum of İzmir. In early March of 2003, Thomas Drew-Bear reported
the discovery to Roger Bagnall on the basis of an account given him by a French archaeologist
who was on the site. In view of the many threats to the plaster, Bagnall arranged at Drew-Bear’s
request to have a conservator from the U.S., Constance Silver, go to İzmir, assess the situation,
and plan a program of conservation. Her first visit in April was followed up by a longer one
two months later, in the course of which she applied various emergency measures. Ms. Silver’s
two visits were supported by funds from the Stanwood Cockey Lodge Foundation of Columbia
University. Bagnall was able to visit İzmir from 14–23 July 2003 and copy all of the graffiti then
visible. Although Drew-Bear was largely occupied with preparing the conference on Smyrna
that took place at the end of that period, he was able to take some part in checking Bagnall’s
copies. Didier Laroche advised on architectural matters during this period.
The complex events of the following years led to various disruptions in conservation and
scholarly work on the graffiti, but a preliminary account appeared in the first chapter of Bagnall
2011. We should record here that Drew-Bear arranged for Sharon Hopkins to photograph and
draw the graffiti in 2005, and these photographs remain a significant part of our photographic
documentation of the site. Since the restarting of conservation work under the current site
director, Akın Ersoy, it has been possible to rephotograph most of the graffiti, many of them
significantly cleaner than they were in 2003 or 2005, and to photograph some in infrared. This
conservation and photographic work has made it possible to improve some of the texts from
the state reported in Bagnall 2011. The discovery of additional graffiti during this cleaning process has also made it possible to increase substantially the corpus known in 2003. Cumhur
Tanrıver, the epigraphist of the Smyrna excavations, joined Bagnall as co-author in 2012; he has
been responsible for copying and photographing the newer discoveries. Roberta CasagrandeKim has taken on the task of describing the drawings. In some cases these are clearly connected
to neighboring texts, but in many more they are not; and in still others it is unclear if there is a
connection. We are mindful of the difficulties inherent in any method of publishing walls full
of texts and drawings, where connections and divisions are often unclear. The early publications of Pompeian graffiti, for example, have been criticized for their excessive separation of
verbal and pictorial elements on the same wall (Milnor 2014: 14). There is no perfect solution to
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the challenge these walls pose. We have given for each bay or pillar an overall drawing showing
the relationship of the texts and drawings we have presented to one another, in the hope that
these and the photographic documentation will allow readers to detect connections or distinctions that have eluded us.
The photographs in this volume were taken at different times and under variable lighting
and circumstances. They have throughout been processed for maximum clarity of the graffiti;
they do not, therefore, necessarily represent the actual color of the plaster.
We take this opportunity to thank Dr. Taşlıalan and Professor Drew-Bear for the initial
opportunity to work on this discovery, to Ms. Silver for her heroic work in the early months
after the excavation, and to Ms. Hopkins for her photographic work. We are very grateful to
Professor Ersoy not only for his steadfast support of our work to bring this publication to completion, but for devoting extensive resources to conservation during 2012–2014, thus making
much more text and more drawings available for reading and documentation than had been
visible previously.
The penultimate version of the manuscript was read by our friends Angelos Chaniotis and
Thomas Corsten, who offered a number of very helpful suggestions for difficult passages. We
are grateful to them for bringing their learning to bear on these thorny texts. Two anonymous
readers for the press also contributed many valuable corrections and improvements, and we
take this opportunity to thank them for their help.
—Roger S. Bagnall, January 2016
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